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Bounds on the Maximum Determinant for (1; 1)MatricesC. Koukouvinos, M. Mitrouliyand Jennifer SeberryzAbstractWe suppose the Hadamard conjecture is true and an Hadamard matrix of order 4t, existsfor all t  1. We use the results for the equivalent SBIBD(4t 1; 2t 1; t 1) to establish themaximum determinant or a lower bound for the maximum determinant for all 1 matrices.In particular we give numerical results for all orders  100:Key Words and Phrases: Maximumdeterminant, SBIBD, incidence matrix, minors, bounds.AMS Subject Classication: 05B20, 62K05, 15A15.1 IntroductionLet Xn be the set of all 1 matrices of order n. The question of the maximal value of thedeterminant of an element X 2 Xn is an old one which goes back to the beginnings of matrixtheory. It is a simple consequence of Hadamard's inequality [13] that for all X 2 Xndet(X)  ( nYi=1 nXj=1 x2ij) 12  nn2 : (1)There is a large body of work addressing the question of when (1) is sharp. Matrices inXn for which equality holds in (1) are known as Hadamard matrices, H , which satisfy HHT =HTH = nIn. For an n  n Hadamard matrix to exist it is necessary that n be either 1; 2 orn  0(mod 4), and it is conjectured that this condition is also sucient. According to [20] thesmallest value for which the existence of an Hadamard matrix is in question is n = 4 107 = 428.For n  1(mod 4) it was proved by Ehlich [8] that for all X 2 Xn ,det(X)  (2n  1) 12 (n  1) (n 1)2 (2)and in order for equality to hold in (7) it is necessary that 2n   1 be a square and that thereexists an X 2 Xn with XXT = (n 1)In+Jn, where Jn is the nn matrix whose all entries areequal to one, and In is the nn identity matrix. For n  2(mod 4) Ehlich [8], and independentlyWojtas [24], proved that for all X 2 Xn,Department of Mathematics, National Technical University of Athens, Zografou 15773, Athens, GreeceyDepartment of Mathematics, University of Athens, Panepistemiopolis 15784, Athens, Greece.zSchool of Information Technology and Computer Science, University of Wollongong, Wollongong, NSW, 2522,Australia. 1
det(X)  (2n  2)(n  2)n2 1: (3)Moreover, the equality in (3) holds if and only if there exists X 2 Xn such thatXXT = XTX = " L 00 L # ;where L = (n 2)I+2J is an n2  n2 matrix. A further necessary condition for equality to hold isthat 2n  2 is the sum of two squares. J.H.E. Cohn [6] gave an independent proof of this resultand provided further information on the structure of maximal examples. Ehlich [9] investigatedthe case n  3(mod 4) which appears the most dicult case. Assume n  3(mod 4) and n  63.Ehlich [9] proved that for all X 2 Xn,det(X)  (4  11677 (n  3)n 7n7)12 : (4)Moreover, for the equality to hold it is necessary that n = 7m and that there exists X 2 Xnwith XXT = I7 
 [(n  3)Im + 4Jm]  Jn:The corresponding bounds for all values n  3(mod 4); n < 63, are also given in [9], as arestructures of XXT for normalized maximal examples X . The formula for values n < 63 is thesame as for the above example. A 1 matrix X has maximal determinant if XXT has blockstructure with the blocks along the diagonal of the form (n   3)I + 3J and the o-diagonalblocks equal to  J .Though it is well known that the Hadamard bound in the case n  0(mod 4) is attainedinnitely often and has to be considered sharp in this sense, it was not known if the boundsgiven in (2), (3) and (4) are sharp in this sense.In this paper we report that the results of [16] may be applied to the SBIBD(4t   1; 2t 1; t   1) to give us a lower bound for innitely many 1 matrices. However, we believe thatfor a particular value of n  1; 2 or 3(mod 4) for which the upper bound given in (2), (3)and (4) cannot be attained, an ecient computer search is likely to produce examples whosedeterminants have larger values that the ones given here by us. The real challenge, however, isto nd an innite family of examples whose determinants take on the bound in (4) or to showthat the bound in (4) can be improved. It is conceivable that it is not sharp.If X is a design of order n with elements 1 and X is the D-optimal design of the sameorder we dene the eciency of X by the ratio det(X)=det(X).It is obvious that for n = 22,34,58,70,78,94 (n  100) the upper bound given in (3) cannot beattained as n  1 is not the sum of two squares. Thus, we discuss the eciency of some designswhich we give here. For example, for n = 34 the upper bound given in (3) is 3216  66. From ourtheorems we can obtain a design of order 34 with determinant 3616  2. Hence, the eciency ofthis design is larger than 0:20 which, however, is a very small eciency. For n = 58 the upperbound given in (3) is 5628  114. >From our theorems we can obtain a design of order 58 withdeterminant 6028  2. Hence, the eciency of this design is larger than 0:12 which, however, isis a very small eciency. For n = 70 the upper bound given in (3) is 6834  138. >From our2
theorems we can obtain a design of order 70 with determinant 7234  2. Hence, the eciency ofthis design is larger than 0:10 which, however, is also a very small eciency.Cohn [7] found almost D-optimal designs of orders 15; 19; 22, which have determinants 214 25515 = 214  36  5  7; 218  3411968 = 230  72  17; and 221  184769649 = 221  32  232  1972respectively. Although these designs have not been proved to be optimal we note they have veryhigh eciency being larger than 0:97; 0:975 and 0:90 respectively.In the present paper we use the maximum determinant for the (1; 1) incidence matrices ofcertain SBIBDs to obtain lower bounds for all orders n.For the purpose of this paper we will dene a SBIBD(v; k; ) to be a v  v matrix, B, withentries 0 or 1, which has exactly k entries +1 and v k entries 0 in each row and column and forwhich the inner product of any distinct pairs of rows and columns is . The (1; 1) incidencematrix of B is obtained by letting A = 2B   J , where J is the v  v matrix with entries all +1.We write I for the identity matrix of order v.Then we have BBT = (k   )I + J (5)and its equivalent 1 matrix satisesAAT = 4(k   )I + (v   4(k   ))J: (6)The determinant simplication theorem in [16] shows thatdetB = (k   ) v 12 qk + (v   1)and since (v   1) = k2   k detA = 2v 1(k   ) v 12 jv   2kj (7)or with x = v   4k + 4; detA = (v   x) 12 (v 1)jv   2kj:A D{optimal design of order n is an n  n matrix with entries 1 having maximum deter-minant. For orders n  0(mod 4) the matrix with entries 1 and maximal determinant is anHadamard matrix, H .2 Minors of the 1 Incidence Matrix of an SBIBDWe note from Koukouvinos, Mitrouli and Seberry [16] the maximal value of the v  v, (v  1) (v   1) and (v   2) (v   2) minors for some SBIBD(v; k; ) are as given in Table 1, andTheorem 1 below.Theorem 1 Write x = v   4(k   ):1) The (v   1) (v   1) minors of the (1; 1) incidence matrix of an SBIBD(v; k; ), A,have value 3
Minor of Minor of Minor of(2s2 + 2s+ 1; s2; ) (4s2; 2s2 + s; s2 + s) (4t  1; 2t  1; t  1) = 12(s2   s))v  v (2s+ 1)(2s2 + 2s)s2+s (4s2)2s2 (4t)2t 1(v   1) (v   1) 2(s+ 1)(2s2 + 2s)s2+s 1 (4s2)2s2 1 2(4t)2t 2(v   2) (v   2) 4(s+ 1)(2s2 + 2s)s2+s 2 2(4s2)2s2 2 4(4t)2t 3Table 1: Values of Large Minors of Some SBIBD(v   x) 12 (v 3)q(v   2k  1)2x+ (x  1)( vx  v + 2x): (8)This gives maximum determinant(v   x) 12 (v 3)qx(v   2k + 1)2 + (x  1)( vx  v + 2x):2) The (v  2) (v  2) minors of the (1; 1) incidence matrix of an SBIBD(v; k; ), A, havevalue equal to 2(v   x) 12 (v 5)qx(v   2k  1)2 + (x  1)( vx  v + 2x):This gives maximum determinant2(v   x) 12 (v 5)qx(v   2k + 1)2 + (x  1)( vx  v + 2x): 2Theorem 2 Suppose 4t is the order of an Hadamard matrix. Write v = 4t  1: Then there are1 matrices whose v  v determinants have magnitude (4t)2t 1; (v   1) (v   1) determinants have magnitude 2(4t)2t 2; (v   2) (v   2) determinants have magnitude 4(4t)2t 3.Proof. We note that every Hadamard matrix of order 4t is equivalent to an SBIBD(4t 1; 2t 1; t  1). The results above for the SBIBD(4t  1; 2t  1; t  1) give us lower bounds. 2These results, writing v = 4t   1, give us the lower bounds for v  v determinants of (4t)2t 1 for t  0; (v   1) (v   1) determinants of 2(4t)2t 2 for 4t  1 = 23 35, 59, 71 and 79;4
 (v   2) (v   2) determinants of 4(4t)2t 3 for 4t   1 = 31, 35, 39, 47, 51, 55, 59, 67, 71,75, 79, 83, 87, 91, 95 and 99.These results are improved from  167 for 4t   1 = 15 to d15  2143635 in [7]; from  209 for4t   1 = 19 to d19  2307217 in [7]; from 2  2410 for 4t   2 = 22 to d22  221322321972 in [7];and from  267 for 4t  3 = 29 to d29  22871343 = (28)13172 in [15]. The result for 4t  3 = 17is given in [17] and for 4t   3 = 21 is given in [5].In Table 2 we give bounds for the maximum determinant dn of all n  n matrices withelements 1, for n  100.References[1] L.D. Baumert, S. Golomb, and M. Hall Jr., Discovery of an Hadamard matrix of order 92,Bull. Amer. Math. Soc., 68 (1962), 237-238.[2] W.G. Bridges, M. Hall Jr., and J.L. Hayden, Codes and designs, J. Combin. Theory, Ser.A, 31 (1981), 155-174.[3] A.E. Brouwer, An innite series of symmetric designs, Math. Centrum Amsterdam ReportZW 202/83, 1983.[4] T. Chadjipantelis, and S. Kounias, Supplementary dierence sets and D-optimal designsfor n  2mod 4, Discrete Math., 57 (1985), 211-216.[5] T. Chadjipantelis, S. Kounias, and C. Moyssiadis, The maximum determinant of 21  211 matrices and D-optimal designs, J. Statist. Plann. Infer., 16 (1987), 167-178.[6] J.H.E. Cohn, On determinants with elements 1, II, Bull. London Math. Soc., 21 (1989),36-42.[7] J.H.E. Cohn, Almost D-optimal designs, Utilitas Math., (to appear).[8] H. Ehlich, Determinantenabschatzungen fur binare matrizen, Math. Z., 83 (1964), 123-132.[9] H. Ehlich, Determinantenabschatzungen fur binare matrizen mit n  3mod 4, Math. Z.,84 (1964), 438-447.[10] H. Ehlich and K. Zeller, Binare matrizen, Z. Angew. Math. Mech., 42 (1962), T20-T21.[11] N. Farmakis and S. Kounias, The excess of Hadamard matrices and optimal designs, Dis-crete Math., 67 (1987), 165-176.[12] Z. Galil, and J. Kiefer, D-optimum weighing designs, Ann. Statist., 8 (1980), 1293-1306.[13] J. Hadamard, Resolution d'une question relative aux determinants, Bull. des Sci. Math.,17 (1893), 240-246. 5
n dn Ref1 1 [13]2 2 [13]3 4 [13]4 42 [13]or[21]5 42  3 [19]6 42  10 [8]7 26  9 [23]8 84 [21]9 29  28 [10]10 84  18 [8]11 216  5 [12]12 126 [13]13 126  5 [19]14 126  26 [8]15  214  36  35 [7]16 168 [21]17 167  80 [17]18 168  34 [8]19  230  72  17 [7]20 2010 [13]21 209  116 [5]22  221  32  232  1972 [7]23  2411 p24 2412 [18]25 2412  7 [19]26 2412  50 [8]27  2813 p28 2814 [18]29  2813  172 [15]30 2814  58 [8]31  275 p32 280 [21]33  3615  4 p34  3616  2 p35  3617 p36 3618 [18]37  3618  7 [11]38 3618  74 [8]39  4019 p40 4020 [18]41 4020  9 [2]or[22]42 4020  82 [25]43  4421 p44 4422 [18]45  4421  324 [11]46 4422  90 [25]47  4823 p48 4824 [18]49  4823  372 [11]50 4824  98 [28]
n dn Ref51  5225 p52 5226 [18]53  5226  8 [11]54 5226  106 [26]55  5627 p56 5628 [18]57  5627  456 [11]58  6028  2 p59  6029 p60 6030 [18]61 6030  11 [3]62 6030  122 [28]63  6431  8 p64 6432 [21]65  6432  9 [11]66 6432  130 [29]67  6833 p68 6834 [18]69  6834  9 [11]70  7234  2 p71  7235 p72 7236 [18]73  7236  9 [11]74 7236  146 [6]75  7637 p76 7638 [18]77  7637  696 [11]78  8038  2 p79  8039 p80 8040 [18]81  8039  784 [11]82 8040  162 [14]or[6]83  8441 p84 8442 [18]85  8442  10 [11]86 8442  170 [4]87  8843 p88 8844 [18]89  8844  10 [11]90 8844  178 [6]91  9245 p92 9246 [1]93  9246  10 [11]94 9646  2 p95  9647 p96 9648 [18]97  9647  1016 [11]98 9648  194 [6]99  10  10049 p100 10050 [18]Table 2: p means given here for the rst time6
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